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Bouncing back again fast after having a baby is absolutely easy for anyone!s frank tricks,
somewhat against-the-grain tips, and laugh-out-loud tales involving famous names provide first-time
mothers a distinctive roadmap for managing and conquering the approach to life challenges a new
baby often brings.overcome the bump” and bounce back fast after expecting. From hanging an
oversized mirror in your kitchen to opting out of nursing to spending entire days wearing only your
underwear and beyond, Jill Simonian might help a new mom get organized, have a great time, and
feel in-control, content, and reinvented within six months of having a baby.Affectionately known as
The FAB Mom on-air and online, Jill Simonian uses her trusted and entertaining expertise to create
expecting and fresh moms on a unique, no-frills journey to greatly help them &#147;s sense of self
and existence may truly be.s Guideline offers a motivational style and practical solutions to inform,
inspire, and empower even the most uncertain of new moms. Jill’Encouraging ladies to tune out the
drama and arming them with useful talk and tools to reduce exhaustion and maximize focus, Jill
uncovers and reshapes the status quo for how FAB (an acronym designed for: Concentrated After
Babies) a fresh mother’The FAB Mom’
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I read it while I was 7-9 months pregnant and the timing was ideal to give me a glimpse of what
lifestyle will be like post baby and how exactly to bounce back very quickly. This is a terrific and
witty book for women looking for a fun continue reading motherhood and will be offering some true
to life great tips on how to bounce back after pregnancy. I was pleasantly surprised by this reserve
and thought that it would be more of the same stuff written by the "celebrity mother of the day." Jill
Simonian occurs to have already been on the opposite side of the interview on many events with
such celebrities and now puts her real world experiences down in long form.. The book has the
tone of Everyman and doesn't sound contrived or written by gun for hire. This is refreshing. I feel like
she's talking to me straight as a friend. Chief Mother Officer in the Making! Once I knew she was
writing a publication and I was pregnant at that time I discovered out the subject revolved around
Mommyhood I could not really wait to get my hands on this one! I have had the satisfaction of
meeting Jill a couple of times and she actually is a treasure!! Loved this book! I believe when it in
fact happened unexpectedly I was not mentally prepared, but probably that is just something noone really talks about and no one feels fully ready for! Fortunately, Jill was brave plenty of to broach
subjects like this in her book and make sure they are relateable and full of humor simultaneously. It
reminds me being truly a MOM is among the BEST Careers in the world if not the BEST but it could
be daunting and complicated and this book is almost such as a good friend providing some
encouragement, wise words and laughs!!!! Thank you Jill for placing this awesome book together
and letting us explore the confines of . I am now thrilled to take on the roll as CMO="Chief Mom
officer" as Jill calls it and believe I've the "resilience" (also a big topic up to now in the reserve) to do
the job. I browse it in two days. From struggling to breastfeed to owning my fresh Mom Status there
have been some high's and low's but generally all highs and I am grateful and in awe of small
bundle of joy! Excellent Read for Young Women!" Her ideas are smart, creative, FUN and also
supported by science.! I'm 24 and I'm NOT looking to become a mother before distant future;
nevertheless, I read this publication and discovered the author's assistance about staying focused,
time administration, and maintaining a positive attitude even during moments of uncertainty to be
very relevant as I comprehensive my pre-medical research. I specifically enjoyed the component,
where Jill talked about how when she felt low, she dug up some previous treasures from her
college and youthful adult years, and how walking through storage lane revitalized her. Highly
recommend as a baby shower gift! Fun, easy read This is a fun book about new motherhood and
pregnancy. Bravo, Jill, for cutting through the unlimited mommy reading clutter and giving today's
ladies the Cliff's Notes to pleasure after baby and beyond. I've breast fed all 3 of my children
because longterm, it's easier. Such a relief to listen to honest and helpful feedback as a fresh mom I
loved her assistance for structuring your entire day, doing things for yourself, reminding yourself of
your life before baby and being pleased with all the stages of existence you've accomplished. It's
hard enough going right through pregnancy and delivery (esp a c-section)- but to see those first
couple of weeks in a fog is the toughest matter I've ever completed! I looked forwards reading it
when my baby was sleeping and I got some quality time for myself. Sense like "Shutting down the
milk factory" is even a choice is a relief :) Five Stars FAB MOM - good browse! funny tales and
entertaining too! RECOMMEND! I simply had a baby just a little over 2 weeks ago so I can speak to
how it really is helping me. In "The Fab Mom's Guide", Jill has the function of "your most sincere, fasttalking, no-nonsense, cut-to-the-chase-and-just-do-it friend.! I really do not agree that bottle feeding
can help you "bounce back" but I do think it's wonderful to hear a person who bottle fed advocate
for her decision. Thank you Jill for putting this awesome book jointly and allowing us explore the
confines of your mommy genius! You will need to absorb Jill's smart and savvy pearls of wisdom
What a FAB and FAST browse for expecting mothers! You will need to soak up Jill's intelligent and

savvy pearls of wisdom. Super precious read- Practical yet filled with fun and humor! Throughout
my pregnancy I was having a bit of a tough period mentally adjusting off/on to the mind-boggling
feeling of the life altering changes to come (despite the fact that I REALLY LIKE children, and always
wished to be a MOM).Nice, funny, readable, identifiable. A great self-confidence booster and a great
way to simplicity your fears of post baby lifestyle. Real advice therefore much fun to learn unlike
many boring baby books out there. That one I actually wanted to pick up every evening. Thank you
Jill for your invaluable tips and amazing reserve. I'm starting graduate school at Harvard in the fall
and can carry some of that life information garnered from the book with me as I complete the next
leg of my educational journey. It was a straightforward read and Jill’s route so resonated with me
My mother in laws sent me this book two weeks when i had my baby. For anybody that is a gogetter character but needs a actuality check and a moral increase when learning to be a Mommy
this is the publication for you. It was an easy browse and Jill’s path therefore resonated with me!
Thanks a lot for such a fun easy and useful read. LOVE! That said, I am therefore grateful for this
book so far because I have found humor and comfort in Jill's quick wit and authentic way of putting
stuff in perspective...!. In lots of ways, it's almost a memoir of her interesting existence as an
entertainment reporter and a glimpse in to the life that she has with her spouse and two adorable
daughters. We moms aren't stranded on an island by itself! Highly recommended.! Light-hearted,
witty, and useful. Relatable, Funny and Easy Guidelines! Jill’s reserve combines her clear
perspective, clever tools and tips, and belly-laughing humor. I really like the fact that she discovered
a lot of her tools through her own personal experience in life so when a fresh mom. Loved her
creative “Tit’s up” tip!!
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